As we all know, there are a large mount of camouflage patterns and complex terrains in the real world. Therefore, we classify the camouflage patterns and pick up five representative terrains firstly, After that, we establish five abstract models evaluating the low-efficiency of camouflage patterns and set corresponding indexes to establish the quantitative relationship between patterns and effect. Then, we acquire the consequence by programming in MATLAB. Furthermore, we use the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to maintain the best camouflage pattern in a single terrain and obtain the use frequency of different type of camouflage patterns in different terrains, the optimal camouflage patterns are discovered and designed in all terrains. Finally, combining with the above results, we make an advertising sheet for a website highlighting to show our design and the best camouflage effect.
1) Protective camouflage, this is a monochromatic camouflage which is similar to the basic background color that can help to reduce the significance of the target, and it's used to camouflage the target on the monochromatic background. For example, the protecting camouflage should be green on the summer grass background; and be yellow on desert background, while be white on the snow background.
2) Tran mutative camouflage, this king of camouflage is composed of several large irregularly shaped spots that can distort the target shape and used to disguise multicolor background moving target, such as tanks, cars, guns, etc.
3) Imitated camouflage, this is a multicolor camouflage that Imitate the surrounding background speckle pattern in order Integrate the target in the background, which used for camouflage fixed targets on the multicolor background or long-stayed moving target .
Analysis of the Problems of the Overall (Flow chart)
Attributed to camouflage Patterns types and landform type is diversified, the relationship established between camouflage design and its camouflage performance need to carry on the simple classification for camouflage patterns at first, then select five kinds of basic terrain types, and set up five kind of camouflage patterns camouflage abstract evaluation model on this basis, following by setting the corresponding indicators, establish a camouflage patterns and the quantitative relationship between the camouflage effect. Again through the quantitative relationship and obtain data, and use the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, to conclude that the best camouflage patterns in different terrain.
Then using the analytic hierarchy process to obtain the using frequency of different types of camouflage patterns in different terrain, and discussed and designed the optimal camouflage patterns in all terrain as a result .Finally, combining the results above, the optimal camouflage patterns present in the form of advertising, highlights our design and camouflage effects, we applied the abstraction of the model to practice, to make the camouflage has guiding significance in modern society. 
1) Ignoring the correlation effect between variables;
2) Visibility and perspective correspondence hypothesis in each environment with the same effect on the visual distance can be neglected;
3) Assume that each of the types of color combinations of colors and the proportion of the same; 4) Effect of neglecting texture structure on the hiding effect; 5) the assumption that each Patterns color distribution of the same; 6) various color combinations are independent of each other, mutual influence; 7) Assuming that the visual distance refers to the visual distance, influence of optical reconnaissance instruments regardless of on the final hiding effect;
The Explanation of the Proper Nouns and Symbols

The Explanation of Proper Nouns
Hue Ring: a ring which is mainly composed of hues with five colors, six colors or twenty-four colors.
Color difference: referring to the size of discrimination between the color of camouflage patterns and terrains.
The complex of image: the representative value of the complexity of images. If the complex value is greater, the image contains more information such as colors, patterns, and the image is more complicated.
The absolute complex differences of images: the absolute value of the complex difference between camouflage patterns and topographic patterns. The less difference means the more similarity between camouflage patterns and topographic patterns.
Wavelength: referring to the distance of wave propagation in a vibration cycle. The wavelength of visible light ranges from 770 nm to 390 nm. The electromagnetic with different kind of wavelengths lead to the different feeling of color for human eyes.
Significant degrees: human eye visual effect caused by the contrast relationship between the camouflage patterns and terrains due to the brightness and colors of camouflage. On the basis of reading a lot of literature and field research, we put on all the camouflage color in the market collocation including brown, black, olive green, soil yellow and blue and all the camouflage patterns are made up of the combination of those three colors. Earth terrain is varied, but as a human activity area can only be divided into the following five kinds: the jungle, desert, sea, cities, and mountains. Among them, the region's main background color and its proportion as shown in Table 2 . Color, just like music, is a kind of feeling. Music depends on scales to maintain order and form a system. In the same way, the color scales of the three attributes, which can use them to keep order among various color and form an easy and convenient color system. All the color can be arranged in a ring.
The Explanation of Symbols
The phenomenon that when discretional two color or various color collocation are together, the different show in the color ring form a flagrant contrast, is called color ring contrast (Chen, 2014 a) The proportion of camouflage in the three colors is equal b) To facilitate the radian system comparison, assumption that the color different between the interval of two color rings and the different color in the same color ring is equal.
The radius of the color ring is 5 9
π , the distant between two color rings is 18 π . Each color has the CMYK code; the center of the each color pattern represents this kind of color.
Based on center as the origin, a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is created as shown in the figure below. We pick up two colors named A and B arbitrarily, AO,BO is underlined and the cute angle of the AOB ∠ is named as θ in the Figure 1 . Point C is in the same color ring as point A and it belongs to the same Sector as point B. the distant between CB is named as h . So the color different is as follow (Han, Wu, Qiu, & Ren, 2009 The result demonstrate that when other conditions are fixed, the smaller values are, the better hidden performance will be.
Model II-the Image Complexity Analysis Model Under the General Collection
1) Proposition of Model II
Complexity of a camouflage pattern is a description of inherent complexity of an image; it can reflect the diversity of the combination of internal colors and shapes. Not only can we conduct and grasp the process and analysis of camouflage patterns better, but also we can analyze the complexity degrees between camouflage patterns and terrain patterns comparatively by describing the complex degree of camouflage patterns quantitatively. As a result, we can acquire the optimal design effect of camouflage pattern.
2) Analysis of Model II
We introduce the image complexity analysis model based on the general collection to research for the complex degree of camouflage patterns. The general collection needs to identify which two of elements are different in a collection, and it also have to know the number of element. Therefore, the general collection is capable of distinguishing individuals with different nature in its system, and it can also calculate the number of individuals with the same nature.
The model takes advantage of MATLAB and we can get the grey statistics histogram of the primitive patterns aiming at the characteristics of patterns. In addition, we can describe the complexity of patterns based on the degree of grey level of images, the frequency of each grey level, the style and distribution of patterns comprehensively (Hou, Yu, & Chen, 2013) .
When it comes to patterns, the calculation of complexity degree is directly related to the grey statistics histogram.
What's more, we can obtain the complex degree of corresponding camouflage pattern because of the grey statistics histogram which demonstrates the frequency of each grey level taken in to the image complexity analysis model
3) The establishment and solution of the model (1). the formula of complexity of the internal condition in general collection is:
In the formula, C represents the complexity of pattern; k represents the number of colors in patterns; N means the numbers of grey level of patterns; i n represents the number of the i kind of grey level.
(2). the solution to the complex degree of ten kinds of camouflage pattern The complexity of camouflage image is i C , the complexity of terrain image is m C , so i m h C C = − We can acquire the complexity of camouflage image and terrain image and the absolute complex differences of images based on the set of ten kinds of camouflage patterns and terrains, combining with the image complexity analysis model. The consequence is shown in the table as below: Finally, we can get the minimum absolute complex differences of images between different terrains (such as jungle, desert region, mountain, marine region and city) and corresponding camouflage pattern. The consequence are (0.3345, 0.0031, 0.0199, 0.0242, 0.0028). So the pattern 8is much more suitable for jungle areas, and the pattern 4 prefers to desert, mountain, and city areas.
Model III--the Ability of Hiding Model Based on the Brightness of the Color Formula 1). The model put forward
Due to the different color camouflage, hiding effect on its brightness camouflage also have a great impact, while the low brightness account for a large advantage in military camouflage, it could well be the operational side hidden and not to be found. By introducing the brightness index and brightness index percentage, we can camouflage hiding capacity quantitative analysis.
2). The analysis of the problem Firstly, according to an analysis of the actual color of each terrain and distribution ratios, we propose the hypothesis color scale and combined in different combinations of modelⅠ, then CMYK format is converted to RGB format. Secondly, we passed RGB color brightness relationship; calculate the corresponding intensity of the Vol. 4, No. 3; 2015 color. Finally, according to the intensity at different terrain, we design each color brightness corresponding to the combination were compared with the terrain, based on its contrast with the closeness of a value system. We judge each color combination integrated brightness of the hidden strength of the effect.
3). The establishment of the model
We assume that the same proportion of camouflage in each color, brightness of the color combinations may be taken simple arithmetic mean. Because the proportion of different colors for each of the terrain, it will calculate the corresponding color brightness weighted arithmetic (Hu, Zhu, Wang, & Lu, 2007) .
The relationship between Brightness and RGB code is as follows 0.299 0.587 0.114
We compare camouflage color brightness 1 Y and color brightness terrain 2 Y .When the two values are similar, the ratio has close to 1, so we can make a equation as follow
When the percentage of γ is larger, the gap between camouflage color brightness and terrain color is bigger.
4)．The further analysis of the model
According to each color of CMYK corresponding code, first of all, we use Photoshop software is converted to RGB code. Then we calculate the brightness of terrain color and camouflage pattern based on the equation (1).the results are as follows. 2). The establishment of the model
In the table, we can find out the wavelength of 8 representative kinds of colors in each pattern, and calculate the correlation coefficient r between camouflage patterns and terrains. The more the absolute correlation coefficient is closer to 1, the better the low-visibility effect will be in any given terrain (Wang, Yan, & Jiao, 2013 ). 1 615  593  473  513  565  600  562  379  480  563  2 660  592  572  595  601  475  591  575  590  607  3 610  583  608  581  575  474  555  530  470  567  4 595  592  470  567  480  450  475  391  573  474  5 614  610  592  582  580  592  483  595  593  480  6 595  575  407  575  587  605  491  582  470  581  7 587  591  595  594  595  472  560  574  463  595  8 610  607  470  610  530  583  532  470  569  582 www Vol. 4, No. 3; 2015 We design that each column of number in matrix in table 1 is n A ，each column of number in matrix in Table 2 A B respectively. So, the formula of wavelength correlation coefficient between certain kind of camouflage pattern and the given terrain is shown as below: (Xiao, 2006) .
Model V-A Significant Degree of Camouflage Model 1). The set of the model
We can know from the Visual imaging principle of human eyes that adjacent colors are prone to be mixed when we observe colors, and it is the reason for low-visibility effect. So it is necessary for us to find appropriate "Significant degree" to acquire the optimal low-visibility effect. Also, we can analyze the capability of low-efficiency of camouflage patterns quantitatively by bring in the index of significant degree.
2). Analysis of question
To begin with, we analyze the real situation based on the relationship between each terrain and corresponding observe distance under the hypothesis that the corresponding observation distance of jungle, desert area, mountain, marine area and city are 500m、1000m、800m、12000m、300m. Secondly, according to model and model II, the color difference and brightness of camouflage patterns also have an impact on the size of significant degree. So, the significant degree and the color difference and brightness have notable positive correlation and the degree descends with the increase color difference and brightness. Finally, we can calculate the level of significant degree of each kind of color combination via EXCEL.
3). The establishment of the model
The Angle indexing of the human eye is about 0.017 degrees based on the human visible principle (Yang, 2011) . If the angle of human eyes is less than 0.017degree in certain situation, the pattern would be fuzzy and difficult to be recognized. We assume that the significant degree is a a × , and the observation distance is D, color difference is i y , brightness is ' i y , and the angle isα . So, the formula of the maximum level of significant degree is shown as below: The table shows that the minimum significant level of corresponding each camouflage pattern under different terrains (such as jungle, desert region, mountain, marine region and city) are (0.0340，0.0031，0.2096，4.7641， 0.2195) respectively. So, we can easy to know that pattern5, 4, 10, 6 are suitable for jungle, desert and mountain, marine area, and city area respectively.
The analysis and Solving of the Question 3
The Problem Put Forward
In the determination of the camouflage patterns, we integrated judge its optimal concealment performance only by single index is not accurate. Therefore, the five model parameters we choose three of the calculated, comprehensive evaluating best under different conditions of camouflage patterns of sorting, and we get to the comprehensive evaluation of F value as the basis, provides the help for the whole road optimal pattern design. We use MATLAB to the F value is as follows: We sort the data from small to large, top-ranking priority to choose from. The results are as follows 
Analysis and Problem
The Analysis and Solving of the Question 4
The problem Put Forward
We just solved in one single terrain on the optimal combination of camouflage patterns, but in real life, a kind of camouflage patterns could not only be applied to a terrain. Camouflage patterns will be used in a variety of terrain. So, for some kind of camouflage pattern, through the combination of subjective and objective determine its use frequency in different terrain is very necessary, therefore, we through the determination of frequency, solving problems as a result，calculate and design the camouflage which is suitable for all the terrain.
Analysis and Problem Solving
The usage of the Analytic hierarchy process is as follows 1). Establish class hierarchy：
The target layer A: Camouflage patterns on the use of frequency in different terrain.
Rule layer B: Camouflage patterns Scheme layer C: Different terrain types Mostly adopt the method is to fill out the person (experts) repeatedly asked in view of the judgment matrix criterion, in which two elements which two more important, how much important, the degree of importance to press 1-9 assignment importance scale value (see chart below) (Yuan, 2008) . The former is slightly more important than the latter 5 The former is more important than the latter 7
The former is strongly important than the latter 9 The former is extremely important than the latter (
We fill in after the judgment matrix as follows on the basis of expert analysis and opinion： (The target layer) 
1 5 4 5 4 6 5 5 7 4 5 1 2 3 3 4 1 2 4 5 3 2 1 3 2 6 7 5 6 4 3 2 3 1 5 7
7 5 2 7 6 7 5 1
1 4 2 4 3 5 6 1 4 1 1 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 3 4 1 2 3 4 3 2 4 3 1 2 3 6 5 3 2 3 2 1 
1 3 2 6 7 2 5 6 2 3 1 4 7 4 3 2 3 7 6 7 4 1 7 3 6 5 1 2 3 4 3 7 1 1 2 6 5 3 2 5 6 2 1 Vol. 4, No. 3; 2015 93 1). The level of single sort (weight vector) and inspection:
For experts to fill in after the judgment matrix, we use a certain mathematical method level.
Level single sorting refers to every judgment matrix of each factor in view of the relative weights of the criteria, so the level of single sort is essentially a weight vector. Calculated weight vector has the characteristic root method, and method, root method, power method, etc., and method is briefly introduced here.
And method principle is that the judgment matrix, consistency each column after normalization is the corresponding weights. For inconsistency judgment matrix, each column the approximate the weight of its corresponding normalized, in the n column calculating arithmetic mean as the final weight (Zhang, 2008) .
. The specific formula is as follows
It is important to note that in layers of sorting when the consistency of judgment is matrix.
Matrix has passed judgment and consistency in exceptional circumstances. Under normal circumstances, we are not required to meet the strict nature of the judgment matrix. But look at the human understanding of the law, a right to judge the importance of the matrix is a certain logic to sort the law, for example , if A than B, B surpasses C importantly , from a logical perspective , A should be significantly more important than C, if two a comparison of two important results than C , then the judge violated the consistency criteria matrix , logically unreasonable occurs .
Therefore, in practice, we meet the general requirements of the judgment matrix consistency, the need for consistency checking. Only through testing, we can logically explain the judgment matrix is reasonable to continue to analyze the results.
Step consistency test is as follows
Step 1 Step 2: Look-up table to determine the corresponding average random consistency index
From the table, we get an average random consistency index RI. For example, for the fifth-order judgment matrix, look-up table RI = 1.12
Step 3: Calculation of the proportion of consistency . . . .
. .
C I C R R I =
When . 0.1 C R < ，we believe that the Judgment Matrix is acceptable. When . 0.1 C R < ，we believe that the Judgment Matrix is acceptable. We need to re-amend the judgment matrix.
The total level of sorting and inspection： Total ordering means that every judge the relative weight of each factor matrix for the target layer (top layer) of weight. The method used to calculate weights from the top down, layer by layer synthesis.
Clearly, a single sorting result of the second layer is the overall ranking results. Assumes that the k-1 layer is calculated first m elements of the target with respect to the total weight (k 1) (k 1) (k 1) (k 1) T 1 2 m w (w ,w , ,w )
The element of the k-n rank weight for single layer of ( Layer k) j-the element of the weight is
，J element which is not dominated by the right weight to zero. As 0 μ , Sort k layer represents the first element of the first k-1 layer elements, The first layer of the element k overall goals for total ordering is as follows (Zhu & Du, 2008) .
Similarly, the need for overall consistency test results will be sorted. www.ccsenet.org/jmsr Journal of Materials Science Research Vol. 4, No. 3; 2015 Supposed to have been calculated for the first k-1 layer j-the element of the guidelines C.I. j (k) 、R.I. j (k) and C.R. j (k) , j = 1,2, ..., m, is the first comprehensive assessment index k layer
R.I. R.I. , R.I. , , R.I. w
By MATLAB calculating The jungle、desert , mountains, ocean, city, these five terrain style were added to the total percentage of pattern 1-10 , we will have obtained and normalized as follows. We use the analytic hierarchy process to obtain the share of each type of terrain subjective weightings under the general terms；Finally, according to the weighted average method, we calculate the percentage of the ten camouflage patterns containing in the best pattern. 
Error Analysis and Improvement of Model
Error Analysis
In examining the influence on the size of significant degree from the different patterns of color combinations, our viewing distance for different color combinations on different environments is a assumption that there is no use of optical instruments reconnaissance, and remove other external factors,( such as visibility), we got the observation of a distance value D only by the naked eye. And in the actual situation
ideal condition observation distance ,and μ Δ is the elastic range affected by the external environment change.
Improvement
Improvement 1：It's not realistic to regard the viewing angle as 0  simply In the research about effect analysis of camouflage hiding ability of each styles of color combinations .In the study of practical problems, we should set a reasonable Angle, thus we will get different sizes of the significant degree, and the change or results will eventually affect the influence of different style color combination of camouflage to hide. Improvement 2：When on the environment, the division into the jungle, desert, mountains, oceans, cities is too simple, you can choose other criteria, such as further subdivided typical environment, so that the results are more accurate and precise; Improvement 3：There are still a lot of use demands for camouflage use demand , The model above model only regard color, brightness, complexity, correlation coefficient and significant level with its performance with as the use demand, in real life, the soldiers have requirements in the military camouflage and texture feature, shape feature and so on.
Evaluation and Promotion for Models
Advantages
Advantage 1: Related software supports, the results calculated are close to reality, high reliability; www.ccsenet.org/jmsr Journal of Materials Science Research Vol. 4, No. 3; 2015 Advantage 2: as for problem one, in view of the reasonable model, the model considers from the characteristics of camouflage, it can accurately quantify the camouflage of the indicators, and it can greatly reduce the sample size, thus saved to a great extent, and quantitatively test the reliability of the model through the using of the software MATLAB ;
Advantage 3: Using the analytic hierarchy process to establish a hierarchical analysis model, sorting and consistency check in the single criterion, and made a total ordering, seek different styles of camouflage color combinations on the optimal all-terrain camouflage colors, the brightness, the complex the degree of correlation coefficient and a significant degree of combination, the actual results of the objective finally;
Advantage 4：Using the relative deviation fuzzy evaluation matrix and AHP combined, starting from the objective, subjective, with the actual situation, so the results of final design style of camouflage fatigues under different needs are more reliable.
Disadvantage
Disadvantage 1: Model ignores some minor factors in order to make the calculation simple and the results more idealistic as well;
Disadvantage 2: To meet the need of model analysis, we set five own performance of camouflage in the problem solving process , and conduct research through to camouflage's properties of different terrain, resulting in a large number of variables, the calculation process is difficult to converge, and sometimes only get partial optimal value instead of the global optimal value.
Promotion
Fuzzy evaluation method was founded on fuzzy math. Fuzzy technology can be applied to robotics, process control, subway locomotive, traffic management, fault diagnosis, medical diagnostics, voice recognition, image processing, market prediction and many other areas Fuzzy theory and fuzzy method have huge market potential and applications in the world;
Promotion of analytic hierarchy model: The decision method can be extended to many applications fields, such as: research evaluation, business valuation and personnel selection, etc.
This paper focused on the performance evaluation and analysis on camouflage of different color combinations as well as its optimal terrain. It has a very important practical significance in directing consumers to buy camouflage fatigues and manufacturers can select suitable camouflage uniforms according to their own needs for camouflage and frequently used terrain.
